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					At a Glance

					
POWER Bear distributes a wide variety of Innovative Waste Management Equipment’s that help promote sustainability and recycling habits across the Middle East.

Innovative waste management solutions are created to help us manage our waste and ensure that an equipment’s usability is maximized to its fullest. It is achieved by either reusing, recycling, or reducing waste on an individual level. This further translates to the capabilities of technology in helping us achieve what was once considered impossible.

You will find the best of options available in various sectors of waste management. We provide solar powered compactors for public spaces, aerobic food digesters for food waste management, AI enabled automatic litter sorting machines that can help educate the masses on recycling. POWER Bear aims to bridge the gap between waste management services and

					Features and added value:
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									Mr. Fill Solar Compacting Bin
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									ORCA Aerobic Food Digester
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									Bin-E AI Enabled Recycling Bin
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														Mr. Fill's 240L Ultra Fill Solar Compactor Bin

														POWER Bear is proud to provide you with the smart waste solution that offers a compacting functionality for spaces which require frequent collection. Mr. Fill smart compactor bins are one of the best in efficient recycling as they help cut down on waste and CO2 emissions drastically. The housing is constructed with a robust and reliable 2mm galvanised steel, which makes them one of the strongest in the market.
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														120 L Ultra Fill

														POWER Bear is proud to provide you with the smart waste solution that offers a compacting functionality for spaces which require frequent collection. Mr. Fill smart compactor bins are one of the best in efficient recycling as they help cut down on waste and CO2 emissions drastically. The housing is constructed with a robust and reliable 2mm galvanised steel, which makes them one of the strongest in the market.
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														120 Little Ultra Fill

														POWER Bear is proud to provide you with the smart waste solution that offers a compacting functionality for spaces which require frequent collection. Mr. Fill smart compactor bins are one of the best in efficient recycling as they help cut down on waste and CO2 emissions drastically. The housing is constructed with a robust and reliable 2mm galvanised steel, which makes them one of the strongest in the market. 
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														ORCA OG15

														The OG15, also known as the Baby ORCA, can aerobically process an average of 7 Kgs of food waste per hour. It is particularly small and portable in such a way that it can even be fitted into food trucks and small shacks. Since an ORCA can digest most things that a human body can by itself, it is very capable of digesting both cooked food, fruits, vegetables, and various kinds of meat without a hint of hesitation.
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														ORCA OG25

														The OG25 can aerobically process an average of 11 Kgs of food waste per hour. This is best suited for restaurants, fast food joints and bakeries. Since an ORCA can digest most things that a human body can by itself, it is very capable of digesting cooked food, fruits, vegetables, and various kinds of meat without a hint of hesitation.
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														ORCA OG50

														The OG50 can aerobically process an average of 23 Kgs of food waste per hour. This may be best suited for restaurants, fast food joints and hotels. Since an ORCA can digest most things that a human body can by itself, it is very capable of digesting cooked food, fruits, vegetables, and various kinds of meat without a hint of hesitation.
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														ORCA OG100

														Our largest model, the OG100, can aerobically process an average of 45 Kgs of food waste per hour. This is the most popular model for large food courts, supermarkets, and other environments which produce a larger volume of food waste. Since an ORCA can digest most things that a human body can by itself, it is very capable of digesting cooked food, fruits, vegetables, and various kinds of meat without a hint of hesitation.
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														Bin-E with 50 inch display
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															Bin-E Standard

															Bin-E offers a high waste sorting accuracy thanks to the AI enables sorting system. With lower costs in waste management and disposal, the machine provides unparalleled long-term gains. Bin-E has digitized the waste management services with its capable sorting algorithm that segregates effectively and provides real-time data, reports, and analysis. Bin-e is a quirky companion as it provides interactive user communication whenever a litter or waste item is disposed.
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															Bin-E with 50 inch display

															Bin-E offers a high waste sorting accuracy thanks to the AI enables sorting system. With lower costs in waste management and disposal, the machine provides unparalleled long-term gains. Bin-E has digitized the waste management services with its capable sorting algorithm that segregates effectively and provides real-time data, reports, and analysis. Bin-E is a quirky companion as it provides interactive user communication whenever a litter or waste item is disposed.
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